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Interaction of vorticity, rate-of-strain, and scalar gradient in stratified
homogeneous sheared turbulence
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The structure and dynamics of stably stratified homogeneous sheared turbulence is investigated in
terms of the triadic interaction of vorticityv, rate-of-strainS, and scalar~density fluctuation!
gradientG[¹r8. Results of direct numerical simulations are presented. Due to the presence of the
mean velocity and scalar gradients, distinct directional preferences develop which affect the
dynamics of the flow. The triadic interaction is described in terms of the direct coupling of primary
mechanism pairs and influential secondary effects. Interaction ofv andS is characterized by the
coupling of vortex stretching and locally-induced rotation of theS axes. Due to the intrinsic
directionality of baroclinic torque, the generatedv acts to impedeS axes rotation. Interaction ofv
andG involves an inherent negative feedback between baroclinic torque and reorientation ofG by
v. This causes baroclinic torque to act as a sink which promotes decay ofv2. Interaction ofS and
G is characterized by a positive feedback between differential acceleration and gradient
amplification by compressive straining which promotes persistence in verticalG. In high-amplitude,
rotation-dominated regions of the flow, differential acceleration effects enhance the attenuation of
vertical v while shear and baroclinic torque tend to maintain horizontalv. This leads to a
predominance of horizontalv in these regions which manifests itself ascollapsedvortex structures.
As the flow develops, the third invariant of the velocity gradient tensor tends towards zero indicating
locally two-dimensional flow. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-6631~00!00905-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Stratified sheared turbulence occurs in many envir
mental and engineering flows. An improved understand
of the associated physics is essential for more accurate
scriptions and prediction of these flows. An important asp
of turbulence is vortex stretching, that is, the interaction
vorticity v and rate-of-strainS. This is a primary mecha
nism through which energy is transferred to the small sca
Physical experiments and numerical simulations have
vealed various geometric properties and the presence of
tinct small-scale structure inv and S in unstratified
turbulence.1–12 For example, results from direct numeric
simulations ~DNS! of homogeneous turbulence show th
moderate to intensev tends to concentrate into sheetlik
tubelike, or filamentary structures.3,4,8,10,13 Hairpin-shaped
vortex structures are also observed in homogeneous s
flow9 and may be particularly active sites for momentum a
scalar transport.14 In both isotropic and homogeneou
sheared turbulence, a preferential alignment ofv with the
intermediate principal strain eigenvector is observed,1–6 par-
ticularly in regions of high magnitudev andS. This can be
explained in terms of the coupled dynamics ofv and S in
the principal strain basis.12 In this reference frame, vorte
stretching and rotation of the principal axes ofS are effec-
tively distinguished. The latter mechanism includes both
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cal and nonlocal effects and is associated with misalignev
with respect to the principal axes. Locally-induced rotati
of the S axes acts to orient misalignedv towards the direc-
tion of either the intermediate or most compressive princi
strain; the former associated with longer duration eve
~more probable state!. Nonlocal effects, which include the
influence of the proximate spatial structure, act through
pressure Hessian.12 In homogeneous shear, the above d
namics are influenced by the imposed meanv andS.15 As a
consequence, the spatial orientation ofv and the principal
axes ofS exhibit distinct directional preferences.

The structure ofv in stably stratified turbulent flows ha
also been investigated. Physical experiments16 report a col-
lapse of vortex structures and a predominance of horizo
v. DNS of isotropic and homogeneous sheared turbule
with stratification report similar behavior.14,17–19In the case
of homogeneous shear, both subcritical and supercritical
chardson numbers Ri are considered14,17,18,20~subcritical Ri
flows exhibit growth of turbulent kinetic energy whilesuper-
critical Ri flows exhibit decay!. With increasing stratifica-
tion, v exhibits an increased tendency to orient in the ho
zontal plane.17 In subcritical flows, horseshoe, hairpin, an
serpentine shaped structures are observed.17,18 In supercriti-
cal flows, these structures are reportedly transformed
ring vortices or sheets and streaks. Thev in these flows is
predominantly horizontal. The role of these structures in m
mentum and mass transport has also been investigated.14,20A
simplified mathematical model for the low Froude numb
~high Ri! dynamics of a strongly stratified, weakly shear

:

6 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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flow has been developed.21 However, these exact solution
are laminar and therefore cannot describe the complete
namics in a turbulent flow.

The previous studies of stratified turbulence conside
the characteristics ofv. However, based on our studies
unstratified homogeneous turbulence,12,15 it is evident that
the coupled interaction ofv and S must be considered in
order to fully understand the associated dynamics. W
shear~mean velocity gradient! and stratification~mean den-
sity gradient!, directional features inv andS will influence
the behavior of the scalar~density fluctuation! gradient,G
[¹r8. Characteristics of the passive scalar gradient in
mogeneous sheared turbulence have previously b
considered.2,5,22 In the presence of buoyancy~gravity ef-
fects!, r is an active scalar, thus,G is an active vector which
will influence the dynamics ofv andS. Previous studies o
stably stratified homogeneous sheared turbulence which
sider G are limited. The generation of temperature micr
fronts ~regions of high temperature gradient! was considered
for the case of subcritical stable stratification by examin
the influence of pairs of hairpin vortices on the local te
perature field.14,23 Experimental measurements of the sca
gradient field have recently been obtained by Keller and V
Atta.24 Their study shows characteristics of the scalar gra
ent for varying degrees of stratification.

As described below, the dynamics in stratified turb
lence will involve a complex fully coupled interaction be
tweenv, S, andG. To our knowledge, this interaction ha
not been previously considered. We therefore investigate
coupled triadic interaction in order to provide a more co
plete description of the physics of stratified turbulence~note
that here we use the term ‘‘triadic interaction’’ in the gene
sense regarding the three quantities,v, S, andG, and not in
reference to triadic interactions in wave number space!. Re-
sults from DNS of stably stratified homogeneous shear fl
are used in the analysis. To investigate the complex dyn
ics in detail, conditional sampling based on the invariants
the velocity gradient tensor is employed. This assists in
tinguishing various mechanisms by considering the rela
significance of rotation vs strain. We begin with a brief d
scription of the dynamics under analysis. This is followed
presentation of the DNS results.

II. DYNAMIC INTERACTION

We consider an incompressible flow as described by
Navier–Stokes equations with the Boussinesq approxima
for the fluid densityr. In the presence of stratification an
buoyancy, r is an active scalar and additional physic
mechanisms are present. The behaviors ofv and S are in-
fluenced by the gradient of the density fluctuation,G
[¹r8. Thus,v, S, andG represent a coupled triadic sy
tem. The associated evolution equations are,
y-
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~2.2!

~2.3!

Interaction betweenv andS includes vortex stretching an
strain generation andS axes rotation ~2.1!–~2.2!. The
coupled dynamics of~2.1!–~2.2! in unstratified homoge-
neous turbulence are discussed in detail elsewhere.12,15 Influ-
ence ofv andS on G is through amplification/reorientation
by S and reorientation byv ~2.3!. In the presence of buoy
ancy, there is direct feedback ofG through baroclinic torque
generation ofv ~2.1! and through differential acceleratio
driven S ~2.2!. Thus, at a primary level, the triadic interac
tion can be considered in terms of the~direct! coupling of the
following mechanisms; vortex stretching and strain gene
tion and axes rotation (v andS), gradient reorientation and
baroclinic torque (v andG), and gradient amplification and
differential acceleration (S andG). The associated terms ar
underbraced in~2.1!–~2.3!. At the secondary level, variou
repercussions of these coupled mechanisms will occur.
results presented will demonstrate the predominant inte
tions.

III. DIRECT NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

DNS of homogeneous sheared turbulence with unifo
stable stratification was performed for this study. Figure
shows profiles of the mean velocityU(x3) and density
r̄(x3). The gradients of the velocity and density are deno
by S[dU/dx3 and Ḡ3[dr̄/dx3 , respectively. Relevan
nondimensional parameters include the turbulent Reyno
number based on the Taylor microscale, Rel5vl/n, the
Shear number, Sh5(v2/«)/(1/S), and the Schmidt number
Sc5n/D. Here,v is the rms velocity,« is the energy dissi-
pation rate,n is the kinematic viscosity, andD is the mass
diffusivity. The relative significance of stratification to mea
shear effects is characterized by the Richardson numbe
5N2/S25(2gḠ3 /r0)/S2, where N is the Brunt–Vaisala
frequency,g is the acceleration of gravity~acting in the
negativex3 direction!, and r0 is a reference density. Th
governing equations describing the flow are the tim
dependent continuity and Navier–Stokes equations with
Boussinesq approximation for the density. The compu
tional domain is a finite cube containing 1283 grid points.
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FIG. 1. Sketch of mean velocity and density profiles and coordinate system.
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Periodic boundary conditions are employed in thex1

~streamwise! andx2 ~spanwise! directions and shear-periodi
conditions in thex3 ~mean gradient! direction.25 The simula-
tions are initialized with a fully developed isotropic turbule
velocity field and zero scalar fluctuations. The numerical
lution employs a pseudospectral method.25 The criterion,26

hkmax.1, was used to check for adequate grid resolution
addition, the two-point velocity correlationR11(r 1) was
evaluated as a suitable check for validity of periodic bou
ary conditions in thex1 direction.5

Initial parameter values for the results presented here
Rel0

520 and Sh053.2. In addition, Sc50.7. Two cases are
considered. In the case NB, buoyancy is absent (g50), thus
Ri50. In the case HB, buoyancy effects are significant (
51) and the flow is supercritically stratified. Note that in t
results presented here, time is nondimensionalized byS. In
the case of Ri51, sinceN5S, nondimensional time St is
equivalent to Nt. From the computed flow field, vario
quantities associated with the velocity and scalar gradie
are evaluated. The rate-of-strain tensorS, the vorticity vec-
tor v, and the scalar gradient,G, are computed from the
spatial derivatives of the instantaneous velocity and scala
each grid point and at each time. FromS, the three principal
eigenvalues (a>b>g) and corresponding eigenvecto
(ea , eb , eg) are evaluated.

IV. RESULTS

A. General flow evolution

In the nonbuoyant NB flow, beyond a short period
decay due to the initial isotropic conditions,27 the turbulent
kinetic energy increases in time for the duration of the sim
lations. In contrast, the kinetic energy rapidly decays in
HB flow as expected for supercritical stratification. The e
ergetics and evolution of large-scale quantities in sta
stratified homogeneous shear flows have been investigat
previous DNS studies.25,20,28,27In this study, we focus our
attention on small-scale quantities, i.e., gradients of the
locity and scalar. Note that,r v5Rel0

/Sh0;^v8&/S56.25,
which indicates the significance of fluctuating vorticity
mean vorticity in the initial flow. Details of the unstratifie
homogeneous shear flow, including implications ofr v , are
discussed elsewhere.15
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With regards to stratified turbulence, according to G
son’s fossil turbulence theory,29–31 the evolution of a stably
stratified homogeneous shear flow can be divided into th
distinct phases. In the first phase, orshear dominated flow,
the development of the small scales is controlled by
shear. During this time, the behavior of NB and HB a
similar. The second phase is marked by theonset of buoy-
ancy controlwhere the small scales begin to feel the effe
of buoyancy. At this time, characteristics ofv andS in NB
and HB begin to differ. A quantitative criterion for the ons
of this phase is the departure of the behavior of density fr
that of a passive scalar.32 Examination of the time evolution
of the rms components ofG @Fig. 18~a!# shows that this
departure occurs at approximately St51 ~which corresponds
to Nt51, or one Vaisala period!. The third phase is that o
buoyancy dominated flow~or completefossilization! where
buoyancy effects dominate the small scales. This occurs
in the evolution of the flow. Results which follow will be
presented at times St50.5, 2, and 6. The latest time, St56,
corresponds to approximately the end of the second ph
We thus consider the behavior of the small scales durin
period in which turbulence remains active and shear
buoyancy effects may strongly interact.

B. Conditional sampling

In the results to be presented, conditional statistics as
ciated with distinct high-amplitude events are consider
These provide detailed information concerning the struct
and dynamics ofv andS. Recall that thelocal flow can be
characterized in terms of the invariants of the velocity g
dient tensor. For an incompressible flow, the three invaria
can be expressed as,12

I52~a1b1g!50, ~4.1!

II5 1
2~v2/22S2!, ~4.2!

III 52abg2 1
4~ava

21bvb
21gvg

2!, ~4.3!

wherea, b, g, are the eigenvalues ofS. Thus, II indicates
the relative significance ofv and S while III indicates the
structure ofS and the nature of interaction ofv and S.
Figure 2 shows the joint probability of II and III for the NB
and HB flow fields. The values of II and III are normalize
by ^v2& and ^v2&3/2, respectively, for the given time. Th
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FIG. 2. Joint probability distribution
of normalized invariants II and III at
St56: ~a! Ri50 ~NB!, ~b! Ri51 ~HB!.
Contour values correspond to
log(106P11), where P is the prob-
ability.
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zero discriminant (D50) curve which separates comple
and real eigenvalues is included in these plots. In both ca
the highest probability occurs at the origin~recall for homo-
geneous flows,33 ^II &50 and ^III &50). In addition, high-
amplitude II exhibits a preference for the upper left (
.0, III,0: QII! and lower right (II,0, III.0: QIV! quad-
rants as is observed in other turbulent flows.12,34 We there-
fore consider conditional samples associated with these
pologies. Each conditional sample will be referred to by
particular quadrant of the II–III plane, i.e., sample QII co
sists of high-amplitude rotation-dominated regions
.0, III,0) while sample QIV consists of high-amplitud
strain-dominated regions (II,0, III.0). In addition, we
consider a sample Q0 which consists of high-amplitu
events with comparable rotation and strain (II'0). The QII
and QIV samples are limited to high-amplitude regions
AII 21III 2>r th , wherer th is a selected threshold. A thresh
old on Q0 is imposed by consideringv2>r th^v

2&. In each
sample, the threshold levelr th is adjusted so that the samp
size is approximately 5% of the total grid points. In gener
we expect that these high-amplitude events will more clea
display and emphasize the associated characteristic beh
for the sampled region. Results from our previous analysi
homogeneous shear15 demonstrate that these high amplitu
conditional samples capture the basic features observe
the total flow.

C. Spatial structure

As discussed in the Introduction, high-amplitudev2 re-
gions in homogeneous turbulence are associated with
tubelike and sheetlike spatial structures. These are effecti
distinguished by considering the second invariant II~Refs.
10 and 15! ~the significance of III with regards to structure
has also been considered12!. With stratification and buoy-
s,
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ancy, the nature of these structures changes as Ri incre
Figure 3 shows isoscalar surfaces of high-amplitude II.0
~rotation-dominated! for both the NB and HB flows. The
tubelike structure characteristic of these regions is clea
evidenced in the flow without buoyancy@NB, Figs. 3~a! and
3~b!#. Due to the effects of mean shear, these structures
hibit distinct spatial orientation. In the side view@Fig. 3~b!#,
the tubes are seen to orient at approximately 20°–35°
wards from the horizontal while the top view@Fig. 3~a!#
indicates a developing inclination15 towards the spanwise
(x2) direction. In general, tubelike structures persist in hig
amplitude II.0 regions in flows with buoyancy for low Ri
As Ri increases and the flow becomes supercritical@HB,
Figs. 3~c! and 3~d!#, the structures tend to flatten and co
lapse towards the horizontal plane of the flow. Figure
shows structures associated with regions of high-amplit
and comparable rotation and strain~Q0!. In the NB flow
@Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!#, wavy, sheetlike structures are observ
~the wavy attribute refers to the large undulations of t
structures rather than the small ripples which are an arti
of the graphics!. These structures have significant spanw
extent @Fig. 4~a!# and are also inclined from the horizont
@Fig. 4~b!#. In the HB flow @Figs. 4~c! and 4~d!#, the span-
wise extent of the structures is considerably reduced.
wavy feature is eliminated and the structures become
tinctly planar as seen in the side view@Fig. 4~d!#. In general,
high-amplitude strain-dominated (II,0) regions in shear
flow ~not shown! are not as geometrically distinct a
rotation-dominated or Q0 regions and tend to be more
continuous. The associated structures also tend to inc
from the horizontal, the inclination being significantly less
the HB flow.
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FIG. 3. Three-dimensional visualiza
tions (643 subdomain of computa-
tional grid! of high-amplitude rotation-
dominated ~II.0! regions in
homogeneous shear flow at tim
St56: ~a! Ri50, top view, ~b! Ri50,
side view, ~c! Ri51, top view, ~d!
Ri51, side view. Isoscalar surface
correspond to threshold magnitude o
II50.35̂ v2& for Ri50 and II
50.1̂ v2& for Ri51.
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D. Interaction of v and S

We now consider the spatial orientation ofv and the
principal eigenvectors ofS. In general, the orientation of
vectorV in Cartesian coordinate space can be defined by
angle pair (upitch,uyaw) whereupitch is the angle ofV from its
projection on thex12x2 ~horizontal! plane anduyaw is the
angle of the projection from the positivex2-axis ~see Fig. 5!.
Since (0°,0°) is the orientation of the vorticity associate
with the mean shearv̄, the angle pair defines the orientatio
of a vector with respect to this reference direction. A jo
probability distribution~jpd! of the angle pair may then b
used to determine the most probable orientation for a gi
sample. Due to an inherent bias which exists in the defi
geometry,15 sinupitch rather thanupitch is used in the angle
pair jpd to correctly indicate the probable (upitch,uyaw).

Figure 6 shows the (upitch,uyaw) jpds for fluctuating vor-
ticity v85v2v̄ in the NB and HB flows at St56 ~onset of
buoyancy control in HB!. Note that in both flows,uupitchu
,45° anduuyawu.90° prevail. The distributions also tend t
follow an underlying reverse ‘‘S’’ shape. The significance
these attributes will later be explained. In the HB flow@Fig.
6~b!#, the jpd shifts towards theupitch50 axis which corre-
sponds to the horizontal plane. This is in agreement with
previously reported predominance of horizontalv in strati-
e

t

n
d

f

e

fied flows.14,17–20Figure 7 shows the orientation ofv8 for
each of the conditional samples. The directional features
served in the overall flows~Fig. 6! are now associated with
their contributing regions. The characteristics of each of
samples are discussed below.

We first consider the high amplitude rotation-dominat
QII regions @Figs. 7~a! and 7~d!, NB: r th50.35, HB: r th

50.10]. At very early times (St,1, not shown!, both flows
exhibit similar features. The peaks in the jpds occur n
(upitch,uyaw)5(645°,690°) indicating initial amplification

in the direction of the mean extensional strain,ēa . As the
NB flow develops,uupitchu decreases whileuuyawu increases.
At St52 ~not shown!, the most probable orientation corre
sponds to (635°,6105°). As the flow further develops
upitch stabilizes at about620° whileuyaw increases and then
maintains at approximately6120° @Fig. 7~a!#. In the buoy-
ant HB flow @St56, Fig. 7~d!#, a significant reduction in
upitch values along with the development of spanwisev8
(0°,0°) is observed. The distribution essentially develops
wards theupitch50° axis. The corresponding orientation o
instantaneousv in both flows is generally consistent with th
behavior of the corresponding structures@Figs. 3~c! and
3~d!#.

Figures 7~b!, 7~e! show results for the Q0~comparable
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FIG. 4. Three-dimensional visualiza
tions (643 subdomain of computa-
tional grid! of high-amplitude, compa-
rable rotation and strain ~II;0!
regions in homogeneous shear flow
time St56: ~a! Ri50, top view, ~b!
Ri50, side view,~c! Ri51, top view,
~d! Ri51, side view. Isoscalar surface
are conditioned byv.2^v2&.
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rotation and strain! regions. In the NB flow at very early
times, the jpds again indicate initial amplification alongēa .
In time @Fig. 7~b!#, significant positive spanwisev8 (uyaw

50°) develops. This is accompanied by a range of value
upitch which may be associated with the wavy feature exh
ited by the isosurfaces of these regions@Figs. 4~a!, 4~b!#. In
the HB flow at an earlier time, there is greater variation

FIG. 5. Definition of the angles of orientation (upitch ,uyaw) of a vector in 3D
Cartesian coordinates.
of
-

upitch anduyaw although positive spanwisev8 dominates. As
the flow develops,upitch values are reduced andv8 is limited
primarily to the positive spanwise direction@Fig. 7~e!#. Re-
call that in the corresponding isosurfaces@Figs. 4~c!, 4~d!#,
the wavy feature is eliminated and the structures tend to
rather planar.

The orientation ofv8 in the strain-dominated QIV
sample is shown in Figs. 7~c!, 7~f!. In the NB flow at an
earlier time (St52, not shown!, the jpd follows a reverse
‘‘S’’-shaped curve with peaks corresponding to appro
mately (630°,6120°). As in Q0, in time@Fig. 7~c!#, sig-
nificant positive spanwisev8 develops which is accompa
nied by a range ofupitch. In the HB flow @Fig. 7~f!#, the
prevalence of positive spanwisev8 is established earlier in
time. The reverse ‘‘S’’-shape is also evident in these dis
butions.

Before examining the spatial orientation of theS eigen-
vectors, we consider the interaction ofv andS in homoge-
neous shear flow without buoyancy effects. This is discus
in detail elsewhere.15 Here, we summarize what is needed
understand the presented results. The associated dyna
are best described by considering Eqs.~2.1!–~2.2! in the
principal strain basis.12,15 In addition to direct interaction
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FIG. 6. Joint probability distributions indicating the angles of orientation (upitch ,uyaw) of v8 for total flow ~St56!: ~a! Ri50, ~b! Ri51.
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through vortex stretching,v andS interact through locally-
and nonlocally-induced rotation of the principal axes a
through generation of strain. The induced rotations are a
ciated with misalignedv with respect toS. As indicated by
restricted Euler equations,35,12 locally-induced rotation of the
principal axes acts to orientv towards the direction of eithe
the intermediate or most compressive principal strain.

In the early development of homogeneous shear flow15

amplification ofv8 in the direction of the extensional stra
of the mean shear,ēa , prevails. A schematic of the geomet
is given in Figs. 8~a!, 8~b!. The presence of mean vorticityv̄
establishes apredominant misalignmentof v with respect to
the principal axes ofS which results in a locally-induced
rotation of theS axes15 @Fig. 8~b!#. If the eigenvectors ofS
initially coincide with those of the mean shear, i.e.,ēa , ēb

(b̄50), andēg , the induced rotation (Dea /Dt•eb) will re-
orient ea andeb in the plane comprised ofēa and ēb . This
plane corresponds to a reverse ‘‘S’’-shaped curve in
(upitch,uyaw) plot @Fig. 8~c!#. We will refer to this plane as
theS1-plane. The sense of rotation is such thateb is directed
towardsv ~restricted Euler dynamics!. Further amplification
of v8 will occur along the reoriented principal axes. If th
mechanism is significant and persistent, we expectv8 ~and
instantaneousv) to orient in theS1-plane. The distributions
in Figs. 6 and 7 show some tendency to follow theS1-plane
curve consistent with the described dynamics. In general,
presence ofv8 in other directions~isotropic initial condi-
tions! will cause the rotation of the principal axes to vary.
particular, misalignedv in the ēb – ēg plane induces rotation
of eg and eb about the axis ofea . The sense of rotation in
this case is such thateg is directed towardsv. The ēb – ēg or
S2-plane corresponds to aforward S-shaped curve in the
two angle plot.15 The simultaneous reorientation of the thr
principal axes may result in rather complex orientations inS
andv.

Evidence ofS-planedynamics is apparent in the orien
tation of the eigenvectors ofS ~Figs. 9–12!. In the NB flow
d
o-

e

e

@total flow, Figs. 9~a!–9~c!#, the distributions forea and eb

generally follow theS1-plane curve while that ofeg follows
the S2-plane curve. Similar behavior is observed in the Q
and Q0 samples@Figs. 10~a!–10~c!, Figs. 11~a!–11~c!#,
while in the QIV sample@Figs. 12~d!–12~f!#, ea andeb have
essentially switched locations by the time shown. As in
cated by the strain basis equations,12,15 the rates of locally-
induced rotation are proportional to the vorticity comp
nents, e.g.,

~4.4!

We may then expect these effects to be particularly sign
cant in QII regions of the flow. However, the tendency forb
to approacha in high S2 regions effectively enhances12 the
rate of rotation ofea2eb (Dea /Dt•eb) by increasing the
prefactor in Eq.~4.4!. This explains the observed behavior
QIV in NB @Figs. 12~d!, 12~e!#. In regions with significant
strain, the induced rotation and associated reorientation oea

towards the spanwise direction is accompanied by amplifi
tion of spanwisev as evidenced in Figs. 7~b!, 7~c!. In gen-
eral, the directional features of theS axes in the total flow
@Figs. 9~a!–9~c!# are captured by the Q0 and QIV sampl
@Figs. 11~a!–11~c!, 12~a!–12~c!#.15 With regards to nonloca
effects,12,15 recall that high-amplitude rotation-dominated r
gions are associated with tubelike spatial structure@Figs.
3~a!, 3~b!#. This generates a counteracting nonlocal
induced rotation of the principal axes in QII which ac

throughP̃a,b in Eq. ~4.4!. In QIV, the counteracting nature

of P̃ is not present and locally-induced rotation readily o
curs in these regions.

We now examine the orientation of theS eigenvectors in
HB where buoyancy effects are present. Figures 9~d!–9~f!
shows the jpds for the total flow at time St52 ~onset of
buoyancy control!. These results suggest a reduction
locally-induced rotation of theS axes as compared with NB
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FIG. 7. Joint probability distributions indicating the angles of orientation (upitch ,uyaw) of v8 for QII, Q0, and QIV conditional samples:~a!–~c! Ri50, ~d!–~f!
Ri51 ~St56!.
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FIG. 8. S-plane structure and dynamics;~a! coordinate system with principal strain eigenvector directions corresponding to mean shear,~b! diagram of

S1-plane indicatingv induced~clockwise! rotation of the principal axes,~c! S1-plane curve on sin(upitch) vs uyaw plot. Notes indicates orientation ofēa ,

d indicates orientation ofēb , and arrows indicate trajectories of principal axes. Upper right quadrant associated with theclockwiserotation of the principal
axes as indicated in~b! while lower left quadrant associated with acounterclockwiserotation occurring inS1-plane.
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@Figs. 9~a!–9~c!#. The distributions in the QII sample@Figs.
10~d!–10~f!# generally resemble those of the total flow. W
note thateg @Fig. 10~f!# exhibits higher values ofupitch than
that corresponding to NB@Fig. 10~c!#. In the Q0 sample
@Figs. 11~d!–11~f!#, although there is some indication o
S-plane dynamics occurring, the orientation of the eigenv
tors does not show significant variation, i.e., the distributio
are rather confined. In QIV@Figs. 12~d!–12~f!#, the distribu-
tions of ea andeb tend to follow theS1-plane curve, how-
ever, ea and eb do not attain the orientations exhibited b
QIV in NB @Figs. 12~b!, 12~c!#. As will be discussed,
locally-induced rotation of the strain axes is impeded in t
flow. At later times (St56, not shown!, the orientation of the
strain axes in the total flow~and conditional samples! tends
-
s

s

toward that of the imposed mean shear as the turbulent fl
tuations are damped out by buoyancy.

In general, the mechanisms associated with the inte
tion of v andS in NB remain active in HB for the consid
ered time interval. Differences in behavior of HB are due
the additional mechanisms associated with the active sc
gradient. In order to understand these dynamics, we will fi
look at the case of a passive scalar gradient and the as
ated~one-way! interaction with the flow field.

E. Passive scalar gradient dynamics

We now consider the behavior of the scalar gradientG
in shear flow without buoyancy~NB!. In this case,r is a
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FIG. 9. Joint probability distributions indicating the angles of orientation (upitch ,uyaw) of S eigenvectorsea , eb , eg , for total flow: ~a!–~c! Ri50, ~d!–~f!
Ri51 ~St52!.
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FIG. 10. Joint probability distributions indicating the angles of orientation (upitch ,uyaw) of S eigenvectorsea , eb , eg , for QII conditional sample:~a!–~c!
Ri50, ~d!–~f! Ri51 ~St52!.
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FIG. 11. Joint probability distributions indicating the angles of orientation (upitch ,uyaw) of S eigenvectorsea , eb , eg , for Q0 conditional sample:~a!–~c!
Ri50, ~d!–~f! Ri51 ~St52!.
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FIG. 12. Joint probability distributions indicating the angles of orientation (upitch ,uyaw) of S eigenvectorsea , eb , eg , for QIV conditional sample:~a!–~c!
Ri50, ~d!–~f! Ri51 ~St52!.
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passive scalar and the dynamics ofG are one-way coupled to
v andS @Eq. ~2.3!#. A decomposition of the field variable
into their mean and fluctuating components is applied to
~2.3! resulting in the evolution equation for fluctuatingG.
The component equations are written here without the di
sion terms and, hereafter, the primes indicating fluctua
components are dropped,

~4.5!

~4.6!

~4.7!

The evolution and significance of the individual terms ha
been evaluated for each of the conditional samples and
flow ~not shown!. The terms corresponding to the observ
dominant mechanisms are underbraced. The associated
ics are described below.

As will be discussed, preferential orientation inG is es-
tablished primarily by the prevailing fluctuatingv. We recall
the results of the previous section which characterizev in
each of the conditional samples. Early in the developmen
the flow, amplification of fluctuatingv by the mean exten
sional strain promotes streamwise and vertical compone
i.e., 6v1 and 6v3 , respectively. As a consequence of t
S-plane dynamics, streamwise6v1 and negative spanwis
vorticity 2v2 (uuyawu.90°) are promoted while6v3 is re-
duced. These components are maintained for some tim
QII. In Q0 and QIV, S-plane dynamics also occur and,
time, lead to the development of1v2 which is accompanied
by 6v3 . Note, due to the presence of mean shear and
imposed sampling conditions onv2, a tendency exists fo
QII and Q0 to favor1v2 and for QIV to favor2v2 at the
earliest times.

In the rotation-dominated QII regions, the dynamics
fluctuatingG are dominated by reorientation by fluctuatin
v. The associated spatial orientation ofG is shown in Figs.
13~a!, 13~b!. At a very early time@St50.5, Fig. 13~a!#, high
probabilty occurs for uupitchu,45° with 230°,uyaw

,2150°. The significant1v2 and 6v1 associated with
these regions at this time act to reorientḠ3 ~terms GR1,
q.

-
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e
tal

ys-

of

ts,

in

e

f

GR5! generating, respectively,2G1 and 6G2 (230°
,uyaw,2150°). Through this mechanism, the correlatio
^v2G1&,0 and ^v1G2&.0 are established which lead t
^v1G22v2G1&.0 ~GR6, GR7!. As indicated in~4.7!, this
results in the promotion of1G3. By St56 @Fig. 13~b!#,
upitch'70° indicating significant positive vertical fluctua
tions, 1G3. Gradient amplication byS33,0 ~GS3! acts to
maintain this component. At the same time, since6v1 is
significant, reorientation of1G3 gives rise to7G2 ~GR4!.
Accordingly, the distribution extends out towardsuyaw

50°,6180° @see arrows in Fig. 13~b!#.
In the strain-dominated QIV regions, the dynamics ofG

are controlled by interaction withS although reorientation
by fluctuatingv becomes important at later times. The o
entation ofG at St50.5 @Fig. 13~c!# favors uyaw'90° and
240°,upitch,0°. At early time, fluctuatingG is generated

through interaction ofḠ3 with S, in particular,G is ampli-
fied alongeg and attenuated alongea ~GS2, GS4!. This pro-
motes1G1 and 2G3 consistent with the orientations ind
cated in the jpd. During this time,G tends to orient neareg

andG2 increases significantly due to the high magnitudes
compressive strain associated with this sample. Howeve
St56 @Fig. 13~d!#, the orientation ofG shows the growing
significance of reorientation byv. The prevailing1v2 and
accompanying6v3 act to reorient1G1 to produce2G3

~GR7! and 6G2 ~GR3!, respectively. The correspondin
trends in the jpd are indicated by arrows in Fig. 13~d!. Thus,
althoughuGu is amplified by compressive strain, reorient
tion by v remains significant in producing variations in th
orientation ofG.

As expected, the effects of both rotation and strain
important in Q0 regions. The corresponding orientation ofG
is given in Figs. 14~a!, 14~b!. At an early time@Fig. 14~a!#,
the peak in the jpd is associated with230°,uyaw,2150°
which indicates the presence of significant2G1 and 6G2.
As in QII, 1v2 and6v1 predominate at early time and a

to reorient Ḡ3 generating2G1 ~GR1! and 7G2 ~GR5!.
SinceS2 is significant in Q0, interaction ofS andG is also
important in establishing the initial fluctuations. The gen
ated 2G1 is amplified alongeg . The peak in Fig. 14~a!
essentially coincides with that ofeg ~not shown!. In addition,

amplification ofḠ3 alongeg ~GS2, GS4!, significant in QIV,
results in the appearance of events in the upper left quad
of the jpd. In time, the peak in the jpd develops towar
upitch5290° with 0°,uyaw,180° @indicated by arrows in
Fig. 14~b!# which corresponds to2G3 and 6G2. In Q0
regions,1v2 becomes dominant and acts to reorientG giv-
ing rise to1G1 and later2G3 ~GR2, GR7!. The accompa-
nying 6v3 results in6G2 ~GR3!. Thus, as in QIV, although
gradient amplification alongeg is significant, the orientation
of G tends to deviate from that ofeg due to the influence of
v.

The spatial orientation ofG associated with the tota
flow is shown in Figs. 14~c!, 14~d!. At an early time of St
50.5 @Fig. 14~c!#, the jpd generally follows theS2-plane
curve which corresponds to probable orientations foreg in
the flow. Later in time@Fig. 14~d!#, the orientation ofG in
the total flow is similar to that in QII@Fig. 13~b!#. As shown
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FIG. 13. Joint probability distributions indicating the angles of orientation (upitch ,uyaw) of Gi for Ri50: ~a! QII, St50.5, ~b! QII, St56, ~c! QIV, St50.5, ~d!
QIV, St56.
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in Figs. 18~a! and 18~b!, the evolution of theG components
in the total flow generally follows that of QII. A secondar
peak in the jpd appears to be associated with Q0 and
events@Figs. 14~b!, 13~d!#. The orientation of passiveG in
the total flow is thus characterized by both rotation and str
events.

F. Active scalar gradient dynamics

In the presence of buoyancy,r is an active scalar and th
dynamics ofv, S, andG represent a fully coupled system
In particular, density differences between adjacent partic
are influenced by gravity with consequences on the flo
Two additional mechanisms are introduced in the dynam
of v andS. The first isbaroclinic torquewhich appears in
the horizontal component equations for fluctuatingv ~ex-
V

in

s
.
s

pressed here without the viscous terms!,

~4.8!

~4.9!

The underbraced terms represent the fact that, in the pres
of horizontal gradient fluctuations, i.e.,6G1 or 6G2, grav-
ity will cause heavy particles to sink while adjacent light
ones slide into their place thus generating a local rotatio
motion, i.e., baroclinic torque. The second mechanism is
of differential accelerationwhich appears in the evolution
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FIG. 14. Joint probability distributions indicating the angles of orientation (upitch ,uyaw) of Gi for Ri50: ~a! Q0, St50.5, ~b! Q0, St56, ~c! total flow, St50.5,
~d! total flow, St56.
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equation for aS3 j component ofS ~2.2!, e.g.,S33,

~4.10!

Physically, differential acceleration represents the enhan
ment of compressive straining when high density fluid o
curs above that of low density, i.e.,1G3.

Early in the development of the flow (St,1, shear-
dominated phase!, the behavior ofG is similar to that of the
passive gradient since buoyancy effects have not had s
cient time to influence the small scales of the flow. The c
responding structure ofG in each of the conditional sample
as well as the total flow at St50.5 is similar to those of NB
@Figs. 13~a!, 13~c!, 14~a!, 14~c!#. Beyond St51, the flow
enters the onset of buoyancy control phase and the beha
of HB begins to deviate from that of NB~see Fig. 18!.
e-
-

fi-
-

ior

Figures 15~a! and 15~b! show the orientation of fluctu-
ating G in the QII sample of HB at St52 and St56. As
previously stated, at very early times (St50.5, not shown!,
the behavior is similar to that in the passive case@Fig. 13~a!#
and a prevalence of2G1 and 6G2 is exhibited due to in-
teraction ofḠ3 with 1v2 and6v1 , respectively. However,
as indicated in Eqs.~4.8!–~4.9!, baroclinic torque will gen-
eratev of opposite sign to that which gave rise to the co
respondingGi component. This promotes the correlatio
^v2G1&.0 ~GR7! and^v1G2&,0 ~GR5! in Eq. ~4.7! which
consequently give rise to2G3 (upitch,0) as evidenced by
the appearance of events in the upper left quadrant in
15~b! @not present in NB, Fig. 13~b!#. Thus, at early time,
baroclinic torque tends to act as a sink forv2. As the flow
develops and sufficientG is present, baroclinic torque ma
become a source ofv. In general, however, the direct inte
action of baroclinic torque and reorientation ofG by v is
characterized by an inherent negative feedback. This is
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FIG. 15. Joint probability distributions indicating the angles of orientation (upitch ,uyaw) of Gi for Ri51: ~a! QII, St52, ~b! QII, St56, ~c! QIV, St52, ~d! QIV,
St56.
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ther corroborated by additional simulations we have p
formed ~not shown! in which initial scalar fluctuations~and
associatedG) are present. In these flows, although barocli
torque acts as a source ofv2 at early times, the inheren
negative feedback emerges at later times and the beha
becomes similar to that of the HB flow presented here.
regards to differential acceleration effects, we note at St52
@Fig. 15~a!#, significant1G3 develops as in the NB flow. As
indicated by Eq.~4.10!, 1G3 promotes negativeS33. In QII
regions of NB,v3 is significant at early times and then d
creases at later times due to the dynamics ofv and S @see
Fig. 17~b!#. The strain componentS33 tends to become nega
tive. With buoyancy,1G3 leads to an enhanced~greater
probability! negativeS33 which, consequently, results in a
increased attenuation ofv3. This is indicated in Fig. 10~f!
which shows a higherupitch for eg . Although the tendency
for negativeS33 is also exhibited by the NB flow, differentia
acceleration establishes significantS33,0 much earlier in
r-

ior
n

the development of the HB flow. The combined action
baroclinic torque and differential acceleration~and conse-
quent vortex contraction! thus lead to the observed predom
nance of horizontalv in these regions@Fig. 7~d!# which cor-
respond to horizontal spatial structures@Fig. 3~d!#.

In general, high magnitudeG is associated with highS2

due to gradient amplification by compressive straining. A
result, baroclinic torque generation is significant in QIV a
acts as a source forv2. The orientation ofG in QIV is
shown in Figs. 15~c!, 15~d!. At St52 @Fig. 15~c!#, two
maxima are observed and indicate the presence of signifi
1G1 , 2G3 ~upper left quadrant! and also 2G1 , 1G3

~lower right quadrant!. As in NB, interaction ofḠ3 and S
promotes1G1 and 2G3 at early time. The presence o
1G1 generates1v2 through baroclinic torque~4.9!. The
enhanced spanwise vorticity at early time@Fig. 7~c!# effec-
tively impedes locally-induced rotation ofea and eb by re-
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FIG. 16. Joint probability distributions indicating the angles of orientation (upitch ,uyaw) of Gi for Ri51: ~a! Q0, St52, ~b! Q0, St56, ~c! total flow, St52, ~d!
total flow, St56.
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ducing the degree of misalignment ofv with the eigenvec-
tors ~4.4!. This is evidenced in Figs. 12~d! and 12~e! where a
reduction in the extent of rotation of the axes~as compared
with NB! is observed. Note, in comparing the orientation
G in NB @Fig. 13~d!# and HB @Fig. 15~d!#, there is greater
probability for events withuyaw,0 andupitch.0 ~lower right
quadrant!. This is due to a positive feedback mechanism
volving differential acceleration. At very early times, the jp
is similar to that in NB@Fig. 13~c!# and indicates some oc
currence of1G3. With buoyancy,1G3 promotes2S33

through differential acceleration~4.10!. This leads to amplif-
cation of1G3 @GS3, GS4 in Eq.~4.7!# which thereby estab
lishes a positive feedback mechanism effective in mainta
ing 1G3. In NB, such a mechanism does not exist and th
is less occurrence of1G3 @Fig. 13~d!#.

Figures 16~a! and 16~b! show the jpds for Q0 region
where rotation and strain are comparable. A key differe
with Q0 in NB @Figs. 14~a! and 14~b!# is the earlier appear
ance of events in the upper left quadrant of the jpd (upitch
f

-

-
e

e

,0°). Recall that in NB at early time, amplification ofḠ3

along eg promotes1G1 and 2G3 and thus results in the
appearance of events in the upper left quadrant of the jp
Fig. 14~a!. Prevailing 1v2 acts to reorientG which pro-
motes2G3 ~GR7! and leads to the orientation in Fig. 14~b!.
In HB, the presence of1G1 generates1v2 through baro-
clinic torque. SinceS2 is also high in Q0,G2 is high and thus
baroclinic torque is significant in this sample~comparable to
QIV!. This results in a dominant spanwisev shown in Fig.
7~e! which, as in the case of QIV, impedesS axes rotation
~Fig. 11!. The reduction inS axes rotation will affect the
subsequent evolution ofv. This may explain the difference
in structure of these regions@Figs. 4~c!, 14~d!# which do not
exhibit the wavy feature observed in the NB flow@Figs. 4~a!,
4~b!#. The G field also exhibits a more rapid appearance
2G3 @Fig. 16~a!#. This 2G3 promotesS33.0 through dif-
ferential acceleration~4.10! and, as a consequence, there i
rapid decay inuG3u beyond St52.
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FIG. 17. Time evolution of the rms fluctuating vorticityv ’ components for Ri50 ~plain lines! and Ri51 ~with s!: ~a! total flow and~b! QII, ~c! Q0, ~d! QIV
conditional samples.
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The orientation ofG for the total flow is shown in Figs
16~c! and 16~d!. In general, as in NB, the behavior ofG
depends on both rotation and strain events. In NB, the p
ence of the mean gradient and shear leads to a preferenc
1G3 . In HB, although1G3 persists,2G3 is also signifi-
cant. The behavior of Q0 events appears to be more sig
cant in HB as indicated by Fig. 16. Note that in HB, the j
of G for the total flow exhibits a peak atupitch'80°, indi-
cating an even stronger preference for1G3 with increasing
stratification. This is consistent with the experimental m
surements of Keller and Van Atta24 which show gradients o
temperature becoming increasingly vertical in the nega
x3 direction with increased stratification.

The above analysis is consistent with the time evolut
of the rms components ofv andG. As discussed, the behav
ior of v is generally described by QII and Q0 events. Figu
17 shows the evolution ofv for the total flow along with QII
and Q0 samples. In the QII sample in NB@Fig. 17~b!#, both
v1 andv3 initially increase due to amplification by the mea
extensional strain whilev2 decreases. Beyond St51, v1

continues to increase whilev3 decreases. Later in time (S
.4), v2 begins to increase due to further interaction ofv
andS. In the Q0 sample in NB@Fig. 17~c!#, the rms of all
s-
for

fi-

-

e

n

e

three components decay until time St52. At time St53, v2

begins to increase due to amplification of the mean vortic
and is accompanied by increasingv3 . The development of
the total flow generally follows that of QII with increasin
contribution from Q0 as the flow develops in time.

In the HB case, behavior ofv1 andv3 show competition
between shear and buoyancy effects. In QII@Fig. 17~b!#, v3

initially increases due to mean shear effects and then
.1) drops rapidly due to the effects of differential accele
tion. The initial amplification inv1 by mean strain is coun
teracted by baroclinic torque and, eventually,v1 exhibits a
decay. In regards tov2 , the initial decay is more rapid tha
in NB due to baroclinic torque which acts as a sink duri
this time. Later in time,v2 remains relatively constant a
baroclinic torque may act as a source forv2 and the interac-
tion of v andS promotes this component. In Q0,v1 andv3

exhibit a continual decay in time. The componentv2 initially
decays until approximately St51 at which time baroclinic
torque generation and shear effects act to maintain this c
ponent for a short period of time@also observed in QIV, Fig.
17~d!#. As the flow develops, shear effects are reduced~re-
call S axes rotation is impeded!. Beyond St53, v2 proceeds
to decay at a rate similar to that of the other two compone
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FIG. 18. Time evolution of the rms fluctuating scalar gradientGi components for Ri50 ~plain lines! and Ri51 ~with s!: ~a! total flow and~b! QII, ~c! Q0,
~d! QIV conditional samples.
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The total flow behavior of HB@Fig. 17~a!# shows a predomi-
nance ofv1 andv2 at later times which can be attributed
QII and Q0 events, respectively.

The evolution of the rms components ofG is given in
Fig. 18. In NB,G3 dominates and exhibits the greatest ra
of increase in high strain regions~Q0 and QIV!. However,
the overall behavior of the total flow appears more similar
that of QII. In HB,G3 remains the dominant component. A
discussed, beyond St51, the behavior deviates from that i
NB. Although G3 continues to increase for a short perio
beyond St52, a decay in all three components is observ
Computed values of̂G3

2&/^G1
2& ~not shown! show a more

rapid growth rate in HB than in NB. Similar results hav
been observed in the experiments of Keller and Van Att24

They conclude that the combination of shear and sta
stratification, particularly for supercritical Ri, enhances t
anisotropy ofG compared to the action of shear or strati
cation alone.

The behavior of magnitudes inS is presented in terms o
probability distributions of the eigenvalues~Fig. 19!. As pre-
viously reported,1–5 ^b&.0 in homogeneous turbulence
Furthermore, there is an increased probability ofb.0 in
o

,
.

le

regions of high amplitudeS2. Results for NB are in agree
ment. The total flow@Fig. 19~a!# shows^b&.0 while the
QIV sample @Fig. 19~a!# indicatesb.0 for essentially all
observations in the sample. In HB@Figs. 19~c! and 19~d!#,
the magnitudes of the eigenvalues are diminished and
structure ofS is modified. The total flow distribution show
the peak inb to be nearly zero. In the QIV sample@Fig.
19~d!#, although the distribution inb remains skewed to
positive values, negative values occur. In general, the dis
butions become more symmetric in time. The nearly z
^b& is also indicated by the third invariant III which tend
toward zero for all values of II@Fig. 2~b!#. The implication
on the dynamics is a reduction in vortex stretching and
sociated energy transfer, and inS2 production.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The structure and dynamics associated with the tria
interaction of vorticityv, rate-of-strainS and scalar~density
fluctuation! gradientG have been investigated in homog
neous sheared turbulence with uniform stable stratificat
Although this flow is highly idealized, it contains two esse
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FIG. 19. Probability distributions of the principal eigenvalues ofS, a, b, g, at St56: ~a! Ri50, total flow,~b! Ri50, QIV sample,~c! Ri51, total flow,~d!
Ri51, QIV sample~note that here, the eigenvalues are normalized by rms vorticity!.
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tial components, i.e., shear and stratification, which allow
study of some of the basic physics of stratified turbul
flows encountered in environmental and engineering appl
tions. In the presence of mean shear and stratification, d
tional features inv andS will influenceG. With buoyancy,
any preferential orientation inG will feedback onv andS.
The associated dynamics are complex with interact
mechanisms. To assist in the analysis, conditional samp
based on the invariants of the velocity gradient tenso
used. This serves to distinguish individual mechanisms
considering the relative significance of rotation vs strain.
general, the high amplitude conditional samples effectiv
capture the main features of the flow. Results illustrate
close relation between structure and dynamics in strati
sheared turbulence. The triadic interaction is described
terms of the direct coupling of primary mechanism pairs a
influential secondary effects.
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We first summarize the basic mechanisms present in
flow without buoyancy~NB!, in which one-way coupling
exists between the flow and scalar fields. The interaction
v and S, effectively described in the principal strain bas
are influenced by the presence of meanv and S. Initial
stretching of fluctuatingv by mean extensional strain an
the presence of mean vorticity establish a predominant m
alignment ofv with respect to the principal axes ofS. The
associated locally-induced rotation of theS axes leads to
preferred orientations inv andS. The behavior of passiveG
is controlled byv andS. In rotation-dominated QII regions
the behavior ofG involves initial generation through reori

entation of Ḡ3 by the prevailingv. Further developmen
leads to significant1G3 in these regions. In strain
dominated QIV regions, fluctuatingG is established byS.
Gradient amplification by compressive straining is sign
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cant and results in highG2. Eventually, however, reorienta
tion of G by v becomes signficant and controls the directi
of G. In Q0 regions, effects of both rotation and strain a
important in the behavior ofG. Overall, results indicate tha
the observed preferential orientation ofG is established pri-
marily by the prevailingv in the flow.

In the presence of buoyancy~HB!, G feeds back onv
andS through the mechanisms of baroclinic torque and d
ferential acceleration. At early time~shear-dominated flow!,
the behavior is similar to the nonbuoyant flow. As the flo
develops and enters the onset of buoyancy control ph
active G dynamics become apparent. In QII regions, an
herent negative feedback between baroclinic torque and
orientation ofG by v is revealed. This causes baroclin
torque to act as a sink which promotes decay ofv2. The
prevalence of1G3 in QII regions, established by the inte
action ofG andv in the presence of mean shear and str
fication, enhances vertical compressive strain through dif
ential acceleration which consequently attenuatesv3 through
vortex contraction. The combined effects of an enhanced
tenuation ofv3 and the maintenance ofv1 andv2 by shear
and baroclinic torque result in a predominance of horizon
vorticity. This is physically manifested as a collapse in vo
tex structures in the flow. In regions whereS2 is significant
~Q0 and QIV!, magnitudes ofG tend to be high and baro
clinic torque is more significant than in QII. Due to the i
trinsic directionality of baroclinic torque, the generatedv
acts to impedeS axes rotation. In Q0, the orientation of th
eigenvectors ofS remain near those of the imposed me
shear. The presence of significant6G3 in high S2 regions
results in differential acceleration. In the strain-domina
QIV regions, a positive feedback between differential acc
eration and gradient amplification by compressive strain
occurs and promotes persistent verticalG. In the overall
flow, the magnitudes of the strains are reduced and the s
ture of S is altered. The strong tendency forb.0, observed
in nonbuoyant flow, is diminished with buoyancy. As a r
sult, vortex stretching and production ofS2 are reduced. The
associated development of the third invariant III towar
zero suggests two dimensionalization of the local flow.
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